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COVID-19 is the largest and the most comprehensive psychological operation in human
history.

Narratives are meticulously controlled. Propaganda is persistent. Fear is key to the success
of this psy-op.

But ultimately mainstream media propaganda channels are run by humans who either
experience mea culpas or simply make critical errors that could potentially awaken the
lambs. Microsoft is now cleaning up one of those errors that caused major upheaval among
vaxx zealots.

The Control Group Cooperative (CGC) was formed in July 2021. The founders recognized that
traditional research universities and organizations refuse to do studies comparing the health
of vaccinated versus non-vaccinated populations. Dr. Robert Verkerk of the Alliance for
Natural Health International, led a team that analyzed the CGC data, that currently includes
over 305,000 non-vaccinated study participants in 175 countries. They are all provided ID
cards that identify them as clinical subjects and thus “must not be vaccinated.”
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Many of said participants reported that the ID cards prevented the myriad loses of liberty
and  overt  discrimination  regularly  face  by  the  non-vaccinated  across  the  globe.  All
participants  agreed  to  fill  out  monthly  surveys  regarding  their  health.  The  instant  study,
uploaded to the ResearchGate preprint server on June 8, reports the results of the first five
months of said surveys (October 2021 to February 2022).

The researchers made clear that all participants self-selected to participate versus being
randomly selected. They also self-reported via online surveys. Thus this study is not directly
comparable to traditional observational studies. The instant study focuses on a sub-cohort of
18,327 participants out of 297,618 who had registered by the end of February 2022.

The  broad-based  survey  measured  everything  from  discrimination  faced  by  the  non-
vaccinated to the burdens placed on hospitals due to non-vaccinated patients.  For the
record,  Europeans  (60%)  and  Aussies/New  Zealanders  (57%)  reported  the  most
discrimination and hate incidents. Non-vaccinated Aussies and New Zealanders lost their
jobs more often (29%) than anyone else. By comparison, 13% of North Americans reported
job losses because they were non-vaccinated.

The  survey  findings  were  compared  to  pro  rata  adjusted  CDC  data  on  hospitalizations
related  to  so-called  COVID-19.  CDC data  found  that  10.4% of  Americans  experienced
symptomatic illness from October 2021 to February 2022. The CGC cohort experienced 25%
symptomatic  disease.  The  number  is  so  much  higher  than  the  CDC number  because
anything from fatigue to a cough was reported as symptomatic illness.

A vast majority (71%) of the cohort reported self-treatment with some combination of zinc,
quercetin, and Vitamins C and D. Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine were also commonly
used for self-treatments. But it’s the hospitalization data that sent mainstream media into a
panicked frenzy.
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The narrative around the injections went from “it stops transmission” in early 2021 to “it
prevents hospitalization” in 2022. The data say otherwise. The CDC reported that 0.6% of
Americans were hospitalized due to so-called COVID-19 from October 2021 to February
2022. That’s compared to 0.4% of the non-vaccinated cohort. Thus you are 33% less likely
to be hospitalized for/with/of so-called COVID-19 if you’re non-vaccinated. But again, there
was no direct vaccinated cohort compared to the non-vaccinated cohort in the CGC study.

Read the full survey here.

The fallout ensues at MSN.com

The CGC survey was originally reported by Luigi Caler at Medical Daily on June 14. Several
hours later, MSN.com re-published the article.

Note that MSN.com is the “Microsoft Network” and the default homepage for the Microsoft
Internet Explorer web browser.

The article remained live on MSN.com for close to 24 hours.  But now the original  link
redirects to the MSN.com homepage. It is only accessible now via archives. As of Sunday,
June 19, when you search the exact title of the article via Google, you get the following. The
MSN.com article does not appear in the search results.

When you search Luigi Caler, the original author of the Medical Daily article, the MSN article
is the ninth result on the first page of Google results.

https://thecovidblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/CGC-2022-non-vaxxed-study.pdf
https://www.medicaldaily.com/severe-covid-19-rare-unvaccinated-people-survey-reveals-465612
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https://web.archive.org/web/20220616031653/https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/severe-covid-19-rare-in-unvaccinated-people-survey-reveals/ar-AAYr5fF?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=fe99a34646494658b2510f63fc2a996f
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Regardless, Twitter blue-check vaxx zealots lost their ever-loving minds, and relentlessly
attacked MSN.com for republishing the article.

It’s unclear who is in charge of republishing articles on MSN.com or who runs the RSS feeds
that automatically republishes articles on said site. But rest assured, someone has been
fired or worse.

Accidental truth more common than not

Fauci completely malfunctioned on live television on April 26. He said on PBS NewsHour that
the world is “out of the pandemic phase” of COVID-19. The next day, then White House
Press Secretary Jen Psaki corrected Fauci in front of the world.

In fact Fauci is one of the primary providers of accidental truth in this age of lies and deceit.
He admitted in August 2020 that any and all PCR tests exceeding 36 cycles of amplification
are essentially finding “dead nucleotides” and are false positives for COVID-19. The United
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States used 40 cycles throughout 2020. The U.K. used 45. Of course the FDA rescinded the
emergency use authorization for PCR as a COVID-19 test on December 31, 2021.

Even George W. Bush admitted a few years after 9/11 that 1) Saddam Hussein never had
weapons of mass destruction and 2) Iraq had nothing to do with 9/11.

But the U.S. invaded Iraq anyway because Saddam Hussein started trading his oil in euros
instead of U.S. dollars in the late 1990s. The powers-that-be are both very predictable and
very sloppy. They rely on mass gullibility and obedience to pull off their agendas. But if you
wait long enough, they’ll slip up and tell you the truth.

Don’t  expect  full  truth being announced by global  governments regarding the vaccine
genocide anytime soon. The truth, however, is revealing itself with the hundreds and maybe
thousands of daily sudden and unexpected deaths of young people in 2022. It’s all very
simple – believe what you see with your own eyes, or believe what you’re told. It’s your
choice.

Stay vigilant and protect your friends and loved ones.

*
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